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To whom it may concern,
Tourism & Transport Forum (TTF) is the peak industry group for the tourism, transport and aviation sectors,
representing organisations from airlines and airports to hotel operators and iconic tourism attractions.
This submission provides the economic and strategic case for targeted support for the tourism, transport
and aviation sector beyond the removal of the critical JobKeeper program at the end of March 2021.
Comprehensive research and analysis undertaken by Stafford Strategy (Stafford) for TTF indicates the
continuing fragile state of the tourism, transport and aviation industry due to the impact of the Covid 19
global pandemic. It also demonstrates the likelihood of significantly reduced re-employment occurring if
there is no targeted support for these sectors beyond the completion of JobKeeper.
Economic Impact/Analysis
The following infographic illustrates the impact of the pandemic on the Australian tourism, transport and
aviation sector as of January 2021. It illustrates the ongoing challenge for the tourism sector recovery overall
and its vulnerability in dealing effectively with the impact of internal state and territory border closures on
domestic tourism growth in an environment where international travel is still forecast to be some way off.

International impact:
International visitation will remain limited throughout 2021 with most major destinations unlikely to be
allowed access to Australia until 2022 with the exception of potential two-way travel bubbles with New
Zealand and some Pacific/Asian nations. The very small numbers of current international visitors from New
Zealand are expected to be visiting to see friends and relatives rather than for other purposes. The one-way
Trans-Tasman travel bubble while still very welcome, still continues to open and shut with very little notice,
and when open is expected to produce limited visitation due to airline capacity constraints and other factors
restricting inbound visitation.
The Australian Government has indicated that international borders may open sooner than expected if
Australia's COVID-19 vaccines prove effective at preventing transmission, however earlier indications,
including recent comments made by the former Chief Health Officer Brendan Murphy, were to the contrary.
It is in this environment of international travel uncertainty that the tourism, transport and aviation sectors
will be fighting to survive particularly those tourism businesses with a heavy reliance on international
visitation. JobKeeper has been effective in retaining tourism jobs and a version of this payroll support style
assistance will continue to be needed until more certainty returns to the Australian visitor economy.
Domestic Impact
Various COVID clusters and events in late 2020 resulted in major state border closures to visitors during the
critical December-January peak summer holiday period. Initial Stafford analysis highlighted that an
estimated $3 billion in visitor spend was lost from the economy from 24 December 2020 to 11 January 2021.
This analysis was updated in late January 2021 with an estimated $6.8 billion in lost tourism spend from 24
December 2020 up until the end of January 2021 due to border restrictions still in place. In addition to the
loss in direct visitor spend, the additional economic impact from lost business associated with the supply of
goods and services to the tourism, transport and aviation sectors could significantly increase this loss as the
impact is felt across multiple sectors of the Australian economy.
Lost tourism spending, lost tourism jobs and lost tourism businesses:
More recent Stafford analysis for TTF using government data found that in the twelve months up to
September 2019, the tourism industry was worth $152 billion to the Australian economy. In the same period
to September 2020, the figure dropped by over half to $71 billion, a staggering $81 billion loss.
Analysis also highlights that the industry lost 506,000 permanent full time aggregated positions last year and
there is the potential for further job losses of up to 318,000 by September 2021 without the continuation of
targeted support to replace JobKeeper. This includes an estimated 59,700 job losses in Queensland, 85,300
job losses in Victoria, and 118,000 job losses in NSW, the three biggest state job providers for the tourism
industry.
Without targeted support to replace JobKeeper, there is also the potential for one in five tourism businesses
to close across the country, with a much higher ratio of approximately 40 to 50 per cent business closures
in heavily international tourism reliant regions like North Queensland. ABS data from 2019 illustrating the
number of tourism businesses and segmented by type and size is shown in the table below.
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Industry specific support beyond JobKeeper
Tourism was one of Australia’s five super growth sectors prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and will be critical
to job creation and the recovery and growth of the Australian economy over the long term again. Tourism
typically contributes 10 per cent of Australia’s exports, the third highest area of spending from foreigners
behind iron ore and coal and some 43 cents in every tourism dollar is spent in the regions. However, in the
short term, the tourism, transport and aviation sectors are facing their most uncertain period over the next
12 to 18 months as they fight to survive without the lucrative and higher yield international tourism market.
The spend levels of international visitors are significantly higher than most domestic visitors. While the
average Chinese international visitor to Australia spends approximately $9,235 per visit and the average
international visitor to Australia spends approximately $5,172 per visit, the average Australian visitor
travelling domestically spends just $646 per visit. Therefore, the ability to replace international spend levels
with new domestic spend is simply not possible. The industry will require significant and targeted support
to ensure it can survive and get back on its feet once widespread travel confidence returns, as it awaits the
take-up of vaccines and some level of certainty around domestic state border policies.
Suggested Funding Model – The Australian ‘TEAM’ Program for tourism
TTF on behalf of its members, is calling for simple approach to Commonwealth support. This Australian
‘Tourism Employee and Asset Maintenance’ program or Australian ‘TEAM’ wage subsidy program for tourism
will ensure that remaining tourism employees and assets are protected at least until the end of 2021.
While there will be a need for targeted support beyond payroll assistance, which TTF is formulating for
discussion with the Australian Government, a scheme to replace what was JobKeeper will be vital if we are
to still have a tourism industry at the end of 2021.
There is a need to support those tourism businesses who have suffered a 30 per cent to 49.99 per cent
downturn in their regular turnover via the direct provision of $1,000 per fortnight for each employee of
these businesses.
This is a need for greater support for those tourism businesses who have suffered a 50 per cent or greater
downturn in their regular turnover via the provision of $1,500 per fortnight for each employee of these
businesses.
For a business whose turnover is down less than 30% no payment is applicable. It is worth noting that a
business experiencing 40 to 45 per cent loss in turnover is in all likelihood ‘breaking even’ rather than making
a loss, which is why it is critical that these two classes capture many of these struggling operations.
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Collectively, these two new classes support all tourism business suffering a turnover loss of 30 per cent or
more and with no real prospect of this turnover returning over the short to medium term. This support is
estimated to cover 77 per cent, or the vast majority of remaining tourism businesses.
This would continue over the nine months from 1 April 2021 to 31 December 2021 with three reviews at the
conclusion of each quarter, or at the end of June, at the end of September and at the end of December
respectively.
Employer eligibility is based on the GST turnover of GST groups vs legal entity by legal entity basis and the
calculation of GST turnover is to remain as calculated for the discontinued JobKeeper 2.0.
Appendix A below sets out the support and costings in greater detail including the total support package
cost of $7.74 billion which the proposed new funding model requires.
Additional sub-sector support
The package would be complemented by specific sub-sector support across a range of key areas as set out
below. More detail on these proposed measures will be costed and available in TTF’s upcoming TTF PreBudget Submission:
§

A dedicated ‘Attractions Support Package’ would allow attractions operators in both regional and
metropolitan locations to conduct necessary infrastructure maintenance and other related major fixed
ongoing costs. This would enable them to be able to reboot once widespread interstate and later
international travel resumes. TTF and its relevant members have defined three parameters for support:
o The attraction must have experienced a 40% revenue downturn over the 2020 calendar year from
the 2019 (or 2018 if bushfire impacted) calendar year or over 30% if a not for profit,
o The attraction must have had more than 40% international visitation prior to COVID,
o The attraction must have operated more than $900,000 in payroll in the 18/19 Financial Year.

§

A new ‘International Events Relocation Package’ would provide dedicated funding to enable major
international business events, sporting events, cultural performances, trade shows and the like that are
currently unable to be hosted in other severely COVID affected countries to be temporarily relocated to
an Australian city on a one-off basis over the next 12-18 months. This would provide employment for
Australians and business for a range of venues while promoting Australia as a safe and smart location.

§

A targeted ‘Transport and Infrastructure Skills Attraction Package’ to retain existing and attract new
employees into key existing and new tourism and transport related major infrastructure projects. This
would draw its inspiration from the visa classes like the Global Talent Visa and allow us to acquire skilled
workers from overseas and increase the training capacity for local workers.

§

Government and private sector cooperation to establish a government backed ‘Business Liability
Insurance’ program to enable major companies to feel comfortable allowing employees to travel
interstate thus boosting the domestic visitor economy.

§

Tax rebates for Australians choosing to spend over $1,000 of leisure holiday activity and for companies
encouraging their employees to travel for business and stage business events.

§

Support for Australian airlines to re-train and re-certify pilots and other aircrew who may have been
stood down, redeployed, or lost employment and support for re-training and re-certification of aviation
security screeners and other aviation security and airport staff who also may have been stood down,
redeployed, or lost employment.
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§

Funding for a ‘COVID-Safe Domestic Travel Campaign’ to promote COVID-Safe travel initiatives and help
to restore traveller confidence including at airports, on planes, in accommodation and using transport.

§

Additional leasing support for accommodation providers in metropolitan locations facing ongoing
pressures as JobKeeper comes to an end.

Summary
This targeted tourism support proposal sets out the detail as to how the tourism, transport and aviation
sector can be supported during the critical period from the removal of the JobKeeper program at the end of
March, through to the end of the calendar year 2021, when there may be more economic certainty.
If this sector is not supported through this highly volatile period of continued domestic and international
border uncertainty, there is estimated to be another 318,000 tourism job losses on top of the more than
506,000 tourism jobs that have already been lost. Put simply, unless support is provided, there is likely to be
no industry to build upon once the vaccine rollout is well underway and some semblance of domestic travel
confidence returns to the Australian economy.
This targeted ‘TEAM’ tourism support including $7.74 billion in funding for payroll support will protect the
remaining people and assets across the sector. This sector will be vital to the future recovery of the national
economy and to preserve its capacity to provide that support, this targeted program will be vital.
This is not JobKeeper. It is a program targeted to a particular sector, that is uniquely affected by the policy
decisions of Government in these difficult times. The program:
§
§
§

Is structured (30% or greater or 50% or greater) in a way that provides tiered support to people in
tourism that need it most and therefore covers most but not all businesses,
Has a quarterly review system and suggested end-date built in,
Recognises that so long as there is no certainty on state borders and no clear open date for
international borders the tourism industry is uniquely disadvantaged.

To assist in administration, edibility for this program could be based on Business Industry Codes (refer
Appendix B, not exhaustive) as disclosed on a business latest income tax return lodged with the ATO.
TTF on behalf of its members looks forward to discussing this critical support package with the Australian
Government. TTF’s contact on our behalf is TTF Manager Policy and Government Relations Lindsay Hermes
(lhermes@ttf.org.au and 0418 948 447) who will be in touch to arrange a briefing during next week’s sitting.
Yours sincerely

Margy Osmond
Chief Executive
Tourism & Transport Forum

The Hon. Bruce Baird AM
Chairman
Tourism & Transport Forum

CC: The Hon. Scott Morrison MP, Prime Minister of Australia
The Hon. Michael McCormack MP, Deputy Prime Minister of Australia
The Hon. Dan Tehan MP, Minister for Trade, Tourism and Investment
Senator the Hon. Michaelia Cash, Minister for Employment, Skills, Small and Family Business
Senator the Hon. Simon Birmingham, Minister for Finance
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§ Appendix A: Targeted support for tourism sector from April 2021 – December 2021
o Cost: $7.74 billion in total or $860 million per month
o Reach: 77% of the industry (approx. 123,000 businesses) and 74% of employees (approx. 395,000 employees) covered
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§ Appendix B: Illustrative eligible business industries (guide only, not exhaustive)
Direct Industries
Code
72200

49001
49009
48200

Description of business activity
Travel agency services
- Ticket selling – for non-resident airlines
- Tour guide service
- Tour retailing service
- Travel agency and tour management services: international
airline representative office
- Travel agency service
Air and space transport
- Aircraft charter, lease or rental – with crew
- Airline operation – scheduled domestic
- Airline operation – scheduled international
Water passenger transport
- Ocean cruise services – between domestic and foreign
ports
- Ocean cruise services – between domestic ports
- Island ferry operation – in coastal waters

Indirect Industries
23940 Other transport equipment manufacturing
- Aircraft engine building or repair
- Aircraft mfg, maintenance and repair
- Aircraft wheels and brakes reconditioning service
42799 Pharmaceutical and other store-based retailing
- Travel goods retailing
44000 Accommodation
- Hotel operation
- Motel operation
- Private hotel operation – short-term accommodation
45130 Airline catering service
Road passenger transport
46210
- Bus, coach transport – long distance
- Tourist coach service – long distance
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46220
50100

52200
52910
63220
66190
69629
72990

- Airport bus service
Scenic and sightseeing transport
- Cable car operation
- Chair lift operation
- Cruise operation – river, harbour or lake, with or without
restaurant facilities
- Dive boat tours – coastal waters
- Dive boat tours – inland waters
- Four-wheel drive tour operation with driver
- Game fishing tours – coastal waters
- Motor cycle tour operation – with driver
- Railway operation – by historical railway societies or as a
tourist attraction
- Tourist coach service – short distance
- Whale watching tours – coastal waters
- Wilderness tour operation – mainly by four-wheel drive –
with driver
Air transport support services
- Airport operation
- Airport services
Other transport support services
- Baggage agency service
- Customs agency service
Health and general insurance
- Travel insurance provision
Motor vehicle and transport equipment rental and hiring
- Aircraft leasing
Management and other consulting services
- Tourism development consultancy service
Other administrative services
- Tourist bureau service
- Tourist information centre operation
Cultural and creative arts and related

